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In functional analysis, it is important to recognize compact subsets of function spaces, and 

criteria like the Ascoli-Arzela theorem play central roles. In this article, we shall characterize 
subsets of an LP-space on a metric measure space to be compact, and as its application, 
we will investigate the topological structure of the subspace consisting of lipschitz functions 

with a bounded support. This is a resume of the paper [10]. Assume that X = (X,d,μ) 
is a Borel-regular Borel metric measure space such that for every x E X and every r > 0, 
0 < μ(B(x, r)) < oo, where dis a metric,μ is a measure and B(x, r) is the closed ball centered 
at x with radius r. Recall that a measure space is Borel if its Borel sets are measurable, 
and that a Borel measure space is Borel-regular if any subset is contained in some Borel set 

with the same measure. For 1さp< oo, let L叫X)= (LP(X), 11 ・ IIP) be the LP-space on X. 
It is known that LP(X) is a Banach space. Giving a criterion of compactness in LP-spaces 

traces its history back to the Kolmogorov-Riesz theorem [8, 12], which is an LP-version of 

the Ascoli-Arzela one. 

Theorem 1.1 (Kolmogorov-Riesz). A bounded set F c LP（町）， where町 isthen-dimensional 

Euclidean space with the Euclidean metric and the Lebesgue measure, is relatively compact if 

and only if the following are satisfied. 

(1) For every E > 0, there is [J > 0 such that llraf -JIIP < E for any J E F and any a E町

with lal < 6.1 

(2) For each E > 0, there exists r > 0 such that llfx即＼B(O,r)IIP < E for all J E F.2 

Some generalizations in this direction are seen in [6]. Fixing f E LP(X) and r > 0, define 
the average function A』:X →股 offby 

1 
叫） ＝ J μ(B(x,r)) }B(x,r) 

fxB(x,r) (y)dμ(y) • 

1The function Taf is defined by Taf(x) = J(x -a). 
2For a subset EC X, we denote the characteristic function of Eby XE・
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Recently, the Kolmogorov-Riesz type criteria of compactness in LP-spaces and more generally, 

in Banach function spaces, have been obtained by use of average functions, refer to [4, 5]. It 
is said that X is doubling if the following condition holds. 

• There is 12'. 1 such that μ(B(x,2r))::;,μ(B(x,r)) for any x EX  and any r > 0.3 

In the paper [10], the following characterization is established. 

Theorem 1.2. Let X be doubling and let F be bounded in LP(X). Suppose that for each 

x EX  and each r > 0, 
μ(B(x,r)△B(y,r)）→ 0 

as y→x.4 Then F is relatively compact if and only if the following conditions are satisfied. 

(1) For any E > 0, there exists o > 0 such that IIA』 -fllP< E for each f E F and each 
r E (0, 8). 

(2) For every E > 0, there is a bounded subset E C X such that llfXx¥EIIP < E for all 

f E F. 

In the study of topologies on function spaces, typical convex subspaces of Hilbert space £2 
and the Hilbert cube Q have been detected among them. Due to the efforts by R.D. Anderson 

[1] and M.I. Kadec [7], we have the following: 

Theorem 1.3. If X is infinite and separable, then LP(X) is homeomorphic to伍

It is known that the subspace £{ spanned by the canonical orthonormal basis of £2 is 
recognized among several function spaces as a factor. For instance, the author [9] investigated 
the topological type of the subspace UC(X) c LP(X) consisting of uniformly continuous 
functions.5 

Theorem 1.4 (K). Suppose that X is a separable and locally compact metric measure space. 

If the subset { x E X I μ({ x}) =J O} is not dense in X, then UC (X) is homeomorphic to the 
countable product ofり

Let LIPb(X) C L叫X)be the subspace consisting of lipschitz functions with a bounded 
support. As an application of Theorem 1.2, the following corollary is obtained in [10]. 

Corollary 1.5. Let X be non-degenerate, separable and doubling. If for every x E X, the 

function 

(0, 00)→ r →μ(B(x,r)) E (0,oo) 

is continuous, then (L叫X),LIPb(X))is homeomorphic to (£2 x Q,C{ x Q).6 

3The number I is called the doubling constant. 
4Given subsets A, B c X, put A△B = (A¥ B) U (B ¥ A). 
喰． Cauty[2] proved it in the case where X = [O, l] with the usual metric and the Lebesgue measure. 
6For spaces Y1つY2and Z1っZ2,the pair (Y1, Y2) is homeomorphic to (Z1, Z叫providedthat there exists 

a homeomorphism f : Y1→Z1 such that f(Y2) = Z2. 
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2 f A characterization of compactness in LP(X) 

Combining Holder's inequality with the Fubini-Tonelli theorem, we can prove the following 

lemma, which means that Ar is bounded as an operator on LP(X). 

Lemma 2.1. Suppose that X is a doubling metric measure space with the doubling constant 

1 and that f E LP(X). Then IIA』||pさr11PIIJIIPfor any r > 0. 

We will show the "only if" part of Theorem 1.2. 

Sketch of proof. Since F is relatively compact, and hence it is totally bounded, it can be 

approximated by finitely many bounded functions Ji E L叫X),1 :S: i :S: n, with a bounded 
support Ei. According to Lemma 2.1, we can see that for each f E F, 

IIA』 -flip:s: IIA』-A』 ||p+IIAふー fillp+ llfi -f llp 

さ:||A』i-fillp+（r11P+ l)llfi -f||か

where I is the doubling constant of X. By virtue of the Lebesgue differentiation theorem 

and the dominated convergence theorem, IIAふーlillp→0as r→0, and hence the condition 

(1) holds. On the other hand, letting E = UxEU~~,E, B(x, 1), observe that 

llfXx¥EIIP :S: llfXx¥E -fiXX¥EIIP + llfiXX¥EIIP :S: Ill -hllP-

Therefore the condition (2) follows immediately.ロ

From now on, consider the following conditions between metrics and measures on X: 

(*) For each x EX, (0, oo) 3 r→μ(B(x, r)) E (0, oo) is continuous; 

(*) For any x EX  and any r E (O,oo), μ(B(x,r)△B(y,r)）→ 0 as y→x; 

(t) For every r E (O,oo), X 3 x f--t μ(B(x,r)) E (O,oo) i oo l is continuous. 

As is easily observed, the implications(＊） ⇒ (*)⇒(t) hold. Measures of closed balls with the 
same radius, whose centers are belonging to a bounded subset of a doubling metric measure 
space are lower bounded. 

Lemma 2.2. Let X be doubling. For every bounded subset E c X and for every positive 

number r > 0, inf{μ(B(x, r)) Ix EE}> 0. 

It is a key idea in proving the "if" part of Theorem 1.2 to approximate a function by a 
simple function, while it is significant to approximate a function by a "line graph" in the 

proof of the Ascoli-Arzela one. The following proposition implies that the operator Ar on 
LP(X) is compact when X is bounded and doubling, and p > 1. 

Proposition 2.3. Let X be a doubling metric measure space satisfying the property (*) and 
let F c LP(X) be a bounded subset. Suppose that E c X is a bounded set and that r > 0. 

Then {(A』)XEI f E F} is relatively compact in LP(X) when p > 1. Additionally, if for 

each E > 0, there exists b > 0 such that IIArf -f Iii < E for every f E F and every r E (0, b), 
then the above holds even if p = 1. 
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Sketch of proof. By Holder's inequality, we get that for any x, y EX, 

IA』(x)-A』(y)|＜ 
―μ(B(x, r)) 

IIJIIP(μ(B(x, r)△B(y, r))1/q 

μ(B(x,r)) μ(B(y,r)) 
IIJIIP(μ(B(y, r)））直

In the case where p = l, if y E B(x, 1) ands > 0, then according to Lemma 2.2, 

111111 ::::; IIA.J -f 111 + 
1 

inf{μ(B(z, s)) I z E B(x, r + 1)} IIJll1μ(B(x,r)△B(y,r)). 

By the assumption, μ(B(x, r)△B(y,r)）→ 0 as y→ x, and hence μ(B(y, r))→ μ(B(x,r)). 
Thus the following equicontinuity of average functions on F is valid. 

• For every x E X and every E > 0, there is 8 > 0 such that if d(x, y) < o, then 

IA』(x)-A』(y)I < E for all f E F. 

The boundedness of average functions on F follows from the one of F. 

• For each x E X, { A』(x)I f E F} is bounded in恥

Combining the above equicontinuity and the boundedness with the Vitali covering theorem 
(cf. [14, Theorem 6.20]), we can show that {A』 |fE F} is approximated by a finitely many 
collection of simple functions, which implies that { A』 |fE F} is totally bounded.ロ

We shall prove the "if" part of Theorem 1.2. 

Sketch of proof. For a bounded subset E C X and r > 0, 

IIJ-(A』)XEIIP::::;llfxE -(A』)XEIIP+ llf Xx¥EIIP::::; II! -A』||P+ llf Xx¥Ellp-

It follows from the conditions (1) and (2) that F can be approximated by the subset 
{(A』)XEI J E F}, that is totally bounded in LP(X) due to Proposition 2.3. Hence F 
is relatively compact.ロ

3 The topological structure of LIPb(X) 

To prove Corollary 1.5, we shall use the following criterion, which was proven by D. Curtis, 
T. Dobrowolski and J. Mogilski [3]. 

Theorem 3.1 (Curtis-Dobrowolski-Mogilski). Let C be a <,-compact convex set in a com-
pletely metrizable linear space, whose closure cl C is an AR and not locally compact. Then 
(cl C, C) is homeomorphic to (£2 x Q, £{ x Q) if C contains an i几finite-dimensionallocally 
compact convex set. 
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The density of LIP瓜X)CL叫X)follows from the doubling property and the condition (*) 
of X. 

Proposition 3.2. If X is a doubling metric measure space satisfying the property (*), then 
LIPb(X) is dense inび (X).

Sketch of proof. To approximate a function of LP(X), by virtue of the Vitali covering theo-
rem, we can choose a lipschitz function g : X →股 definedas follows: 

g(x) ＝ ｛り伍(d:9”:：パ）十a, ：[ ： ：塁：悶'¥t;(［＇99 6,），, tnし1, , n, 

0 if otherwise, 

where for each i = 1,・・・,n, X; EX, a; cp 0, 0 < <5; < r;, and {B(x;,r;) Ii= 1,・・・,n} is 
pairwise disjoint.ロ

Fix any point x0 EX. Given a positive integer n, put 

L(n) = {f E LIP(X) I llfllP ~ n, lip f ~ n and supp f C B(xo, n)}.7 

Note that LIP瓜X)= UnEN L(n). Applying Theorem 1.2, we can prove the following: 

Proposition 3.3. Suppose that X is a doubling metric measure space which satisfies the 

property(*)-Then each L(n) is compact. 

Sketch of proof. By the definition of L(n), it is bounded and satisfies the condition (2) of 
Theorem 1.2. Observe that L(n) is closed. Taking any f E L(n) and any r E (0, 1), since f 
is n-lipschitz, we have that for each x EX, 

IA』(x)-f(x)I S ~ i/,u) lf(y) -f(x)ldμ(y) 
―μ(B(x, r)) }B(x,r) 

さ~ L(x,r) nd(x,y)dμ(y) S雇

Then IIA』-flipさnr(μ(B(x0,n+ 1)))1IP, which implies that the condition (1) of Theorem 1.2 
holds.ロ

It will be shown that each L(n) is homeomorphic to Q by using the following characteri-
zation [13]. 

Theorem 3.4 (Tom丘czyk).A compact AR Y is homeomorphic to Q if and only if the 
following is satisfied. 

(V Let n be any positive integer and f : [O, l]n x {O, 1}→Y be any continuous function. 
For eve内 E> 0, there is a continuous function g : [O, l]n x {O, 1}→Y such that g is 
E-close to f and g([O, l]n x {O}) n g([O, W x {1}) = 0.8 

7The symbols lip f and supp f stand for the lipschitz constant and the support of f, respectively. 
8This property is called the disjoint cells property. 
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Recall that for a metric space Y = (Y応）， forfunctions J : Z→Y and g: Z→Y, and 
for a positive number E > 0, f is E-close tog if dy(J(z), g(z))さEfor all z E Z. 

Lemma 3.5. Let X be a doubling metric measure space such thatμ({ x0}) = 0, and let n be 

a positive integer. For any E > 0, there exist maps <I> : L(n)→{J E L(n) I lip]< n} and 
屯： L(n)→{JE L(n) I lip]= n} which are E-close to the identity map on L(n). 

Sketch of proof. Let <I>(J) = (1 -Ejn)J for each f E L(n). Due to the map屯 wemay 

assume that there exists m < n such that IIJIIP ~ m and lip J ~ m for every J E L(n). 
Taking O <乃＜ r1appropriately, for each f E L(n), we can define a function心(J): 

X ¥ (B(x。,r1) ¥ B(xo，乃）） →股 by

心(f)（x)＝{ 1(Xo)十 n(乃-d(x,Xo)） ifx E B(Xo，乃），
J(x) if otherwise. 

Applying McShane's lipschitz extension [11], let 

叩）（x)= {心(f)（x) if x E X ¥ （B(Xo,T1) ¥ B(Xo，乃）），
infaEX¥(B(xo,r,)¥B(x0,r2)) (1/;(f) (a) + nd(a, X)) if otherwise, 

which is the desired.ロ

It is a direct consequence of the above lemma that every L(n) satisfies the property rn) 
of Theorem 3.4. 

Proposition 3.6. Let X be a doubling metric measure space with μ({x0}) = 0. If the 
condition (*) holds, then L(n) is homeomorphic to Q for any positive integer n. 

Now we shall show Corollary 1.5. 

Sketch of proof. By Propositions 3.2 and 3.6, we can prove that LIPb(X) C LP(X) is a dense 
び—compact subset containing topological copies of Q. According to Theorem 3.1, the pair 

(LP(X),LIPb(X)) is homeomorphic to (£2 x Q,£{ x Q)．ロ
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